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Abstract 
We prove a weighted generalization of Kiinig’s duality theorem for infinite bipartite graphs and 
a weighted version of its dual. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that r = (V, E) is a finite bipartite graph with a nonnegative integral weight 
function w on its edge set. Let A be the incidence matrix of r, i.e., A is a 0, 1 matrix on 
P’ x E such that uve = 1 if v Ee, eE E, ave = 0 otherwise. A nonnegative real function x on 
E is called a fractional matching if C,,, x(e) < 1 for every VE V. If a fractional matching 
assumes only 0, 1 values, then it is the characteristic function of a matching, i.e., a set of 
disjoint edges. Viewed as a vector X on E, a nonnegative real function x on E is - - 
a fractional matching precisely when A%< 1 (1 is the constant vector 1 on V). 
A nonnegative function a on V is called a w-cover if a(u) + a(v) 3 w(e) for every edge 
e = (u, V)E E. Viewed as a vector E on P’, the condition reads tiA b W. Given a function 
c( on V, we write supp(a)={v~P? cc(v)>03 and E(cc)={e=(u,v)~E: CI(U)+~!(V)=~(~)}. 
For a set of edges F we write s(F)= UP’. 
The duality theorem of linear pr?gramming tells us that 
max{%.Z: X20, AZ<ij=min{i.% c120, ctAa:w), (1.1) 
i.e., 
max w e x e . x is a fractional ( ) ( ). matching 
r \ 
=min UTv a(v): ff is a w-cover 
i i 
. 
* Corresponding author. 
(1.2) 
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Moreover, since w is integral, by the unimodularity of A, there exist integral valued 
x and CI at which the maximum and minimum, respectively, are attained in (1.2). 
The first aim of this paper is to generalize (1.2) to the infinite case. It has been 
realized (see e.g. [2, 31) that the correct way to extend LP duality to the infinite case is 
via the complementary slackness conditions which, for (1.2) say that if the maximum 
and the minimum in (1.2) are attained at x and a, respectively, then: 
(a) x(e)>0 implies u(u)+c((u)=w(~), where e=(u,u), and 
(b) cc(u)>0 implies Cuoex(e)= 1. 
Since, as mentioned, x above can be taken to be 0, 1 (i.e., a characteristic 
function of a matching), the slackness conditions can be summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. For r and w as above there exist a matching F and an integral w-cover 
u such that: 
(4 F G W4, 
(‘4 su~~(4~@‘). 
A pair (F, c() satisfying (a) and (b) is called orthogonal. 
Not every infinite weighted bipartite graph has an orthogonal pair (matching, 
w-cover). To see this, take the graph whose sides are A = {a}, B = (bi: i = 1,2, . . .}, and 
whose edges are ((a, bJ: i= 1,2, . ..} and w((a, b,)) = i. However, the result is true if we 
restrict the number of possible values of w(e) on the edges e incident with any fixed 
vertex. 
Theorem 1.2. Let T=(V, E) be a (possibly infinite) bipartite graph with a nonnegative 
integral weight function w on E, such that 
max(w(e): oee} < cc for eoery v~V. (1.3) 
Then there exists an orthogonal pair (F, a) where F is a matching and a is an integral 
w-cover. 
For a weight function satisfying (1.3) we write p(u)=max{w(e): uEe> for every 
vertex v. 
Theorem 1.2 is a generalization of the main theorem of [l], in which w is the 
constant function 1. In this case the theorem can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 1.3 (Aharoni Cl]). In any bipartite graph there exist a matching F and a cover 
C such that C consists of the choice of precisely one vertex from each edge in F. 
(A couer is a set of vertices meeting all edges in the graph.) 
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If the sides of r are A and B, we write r =(A, B, E). Given a subset X of B, we write 
D(X) (or D,(X)) for the set of all vertices in A joined only to vertices in X. A subset 
W of V is called matchable if there exists a matching F such that WC s(F). The graph 
r is said to be espousable if A is matchable. Given a set H of edges and a subset U of V, 
we write HrU={eeH: enU#@), H[U]={~EI? (u,u)EH for some UEU}. For 
a matching F we have s(F)= F[V]. Theorem 1.3 easily implies the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1.3a. Ifr is inespousable, then there exists a subset X ofB such that D(X) is 
unmatchable, and X is matchable into D(X) (i.e., there exists a matching F such that 
s(F)nB=X and s(F)nA G D(X)). 
Proof. Let F and C be as in the theorem, and let X= BnC. Since C is a cover, 
D(X)=A\C, and thus F [X matches X into D(X). If D(X) was matchable by 
a matching, say, H, then (H r D(X))u(F [(AnC)) would be a matching of A, contrary 
to the assumption that r is inespousable. 0 
Remark. Theorem 1.3 can also be deduced from Corollary 1.3a, which was, in fact, 
the direction taken in [l]. 
A w-packing in the weighted graph r is a nonnegative integral function /I on V such 
that b(u) + /3(v) < w(e) for every edge e = (u, u)EE. A set H of edges is called a vertex- 
cover if s(H)= V. A vertex-cover H and a w-packing /I are called orthogonal if: 
(a) H G E( fl) and (b) if p(u) > 0, then u belongs to precisely one edge from H. 
The finite case of the following theorem again follows directly from the duality 
theorem of linear programming. 
Theorem 1.4. In every (possibly injinite) bipartite graph with a nonnegative integral 
weightfunction w on its edge set, there exists an orthogonal pair (H, /?) of a vertex-cover 
H and a w-packing B. 
The following lemma is a strengthening of the theorem of Cantor-Bernstein and is 
proved in the same way. 
Lemma 1.5. Let r = (A, B, E) be a bipartite graph, and let A’ c A, B’ E B. If A’ and B’ 
are matchable, then so is A’uB’. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
We may clearly assume that w(e)>0 for every eEE. Let c[~ be defined by: a,(b) =0 
for every bE B, q,(a)=p(a) for every aEA. Clearly, c(~ is a w-cover. Let E0 = E(ao) and 
let r,, = (A, B, E,). 
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Assume first that r0 is espousable, and let J,, be a matching of A in r,. Then (Jo, Q,) 
is an orthogonal pair in r. Hence we may assume that r,, is inespousable. By 
Corollary 1.3a there exist a subset X0 of B such that D,(X,) is unmatchable in r, and 
a matching He E E, of X0 into DrO(X,). 
Let CI~ be defined by: cci(b)=a,(b)+l if VEX,,, al(a)=~,(a)-1 if UE:D,(X,), 
al(n)=a,,(u) for VEV\(X,,UD~~(X,,)). Let A,={uEA: a,(a)>O}, El=E(al)rAl and 
let r1 =(Ai, B, El). By the choice of X0, a, is a w-cover in r. 
Assume that r, is espousable. Note that all edges in EO adjacent to D,(X,) 
are in E(cc,). Hence Hog E(ccl). By Lemma 1.5 it follows that there exists a 
matching Ji cE(a,) covering XOuA,. Now, since supp(txl)=XOuA,, the pair (Ji,ai) 
is an orthogonal pair as required in the theorem. Thus we may assume that 
ri is inespousable. By Corollary 1.3a, there exist therefore a subset Xi of B such that 
Drl(X1) is unmatchable in r1 and a matching Hi GE, of X1 into 
DIi (Xi). 
We continue in this way until, at a certain ordinal stage p, the set A shrinks to 
a matchable set A, in E(a,), which must happen because, at worst, eventually we must 
have A, = 8. Formally this is done as follows. 
We define inductively w-covers up, subsets X, of B and matchings JP, where p is an 
ordinal which, as will be seen from the construction, cannot exceed max(rc+, K,), 
where K= 1 VI. Assume that c(, has been defined for all v <p and that ~,(v)<p(u) for 
every VE V. If p is a limit ordinal, let IX,(U) =inf (my(u): v <p} for every UEA and 
a,(b)=sup{a,(b): v<p} for every &B. 
Assume next that p=<+ 1 is a successor ordinal, and that X,, A,, E, and r, have 
already been defined. Define then: cr,(~)=a~(v) for all UE V\(D,,(X,)uX,); 
a,(~)=a~(u)+ 1 if uEXZI; a,(v)=c(~(v)- 1 if v~D,,(x& 
For each p define: A,=supp(cc,)nA, E,=E(z,) r A, and r,=(A,, B, Ep). If r, is 
espousable, terminate the process of definition. If not, then by Corollary 1.3a there 
exist a subset X, of B such that Dr,(XP) is unmatchable in r,, and a matching H, E E, 
of X, into Dr,(X,). 
Note that at each stage Dr,(XP), being unmatchable, is nonempty, and hence at the 
(p+ 1)-stage a,, will decrease on some point of A. Hence the process of definition 
cannot go on for more than IAl steps (assuming A to be infinite). Thus, for a certain 
ordinal p < I Al+, the graph r, must be espousable, possibly for the reason that A, = 0. 
Let J be an espousal of r,. 
Assertion 2.1. a,(b)<p(b) for every ordinal p and every bEB. 
Proof. Suppose that the assertion fails for some bE:B, and let p be the first 
ordinal for which cc,(b)>p(b). Then, by the definition of clP, p is a successor ordinal, 
i.e., p=8+ 1, where q,(b)=p(b) and bEX,. If some edge e=(a, b) belongs to E(Q), then 
we must have a8(u)=0, i.e., u$A@, implying e$E,. Thus b is isolated in r, which 
precludes beX,, since X0 is matchable in r,. This contradiction proves the 
assertion. 0 
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Assertion 2.1 proves the boundedness of cc,(b), which is necessary for the inductive 
definition of clP. It also shows that for each DEB the number of ordinals p for which 
bEX,, cannot exceed p(b). Hence, for each bEBnsupp(a), there exists an ordinal 0(b) 
for which b$X, for 828(b). 
Let c~=ci~, Z=A,=Ansupp(cc), B”=Bnsupp(a). 
Assertion 2.2. If b, CCL? and B(b) # e(c), then H,(,)(b) # Hoc,,(c). 
Proof. Write 8(b) = y, 0(c) = 6. Assume, say, that y < 6. Let Ha(c) = a. Suppose also that 
H,(b)=a. Then (a, b)EEY and, since by the definition of y we have Crd(b)=u6(b) and 
since ~1~ is a w-cover, (a, b)EI$. However, the assumption that y < 6 implies that b$Xd 
and therefore a$Drd(Xa). This contradicts the assumption that a=H,(c)ED,(Xd). 0 
Define H={HOo, r {b}: befi}. 
Assertion 2.3. H is a matching. 
Proof. If b #ceB” and 0(b) # e(c), then H(b) # H(c) by Assertion 2.2. If B(b)= 0(c), then 
H(b) # H(c) since HeCbj is a matching. 0 
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. 
By the definition of the ordinals B(b) there obtains H s E,. Applying Lemma 1.5 to 
the graph r, we see that there exists a matching F in r, such that A”“B”cs(F). The pair 
(F,tx) is then orthogonal, as desired in the theorem. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
For a vertex DE V define q(o)=min{w(e): vee}. Let PO be the w-packing defined by 
PO(a)=0 for all aGA, j&(b)=q(b) for all bgB. Let Z,=(beB: j?,(b)=O), K,=E(/?,)[Z,], 
A,=A\&,, B,=B\Zo. Also let E,,=E(fi,,)n(A,, x B,) and r, =(A,,, B,,, E,). 
Suppose that r, is espousable, and let F,, be a matching of A in r,. For each vertex 
bEB\F,[A] choose an edge e,EE(/?,) containing b. Let H,=Fou{eb: bEB\Fo[A]}u 
(Wd Zd Then (Ho, DO) is an orthogonal pair (vertex-cover, w-packing). 
We may thus assume that rO is inespousable. By Corollary 1.3a there exists then 
a subset X0 of B,, such that DrO(XO) is unmatchable and there exists a matching JO of 
X0 into D,(X,) in r,,. Let /I1 be the w-packing on r defined by /?I (b) = P,(b) - 1 for all 
bEX,, (note that fi,(b)>O); j31(a)=Po(a)+1 for all aeDro(Xo); B1(u)=/?,,(~) for all 
aE ~\(Xo~~,(Xo)). 
Let Zi={bEB: Bi(b)=Oj, K,=-WdCZ,l, AI=Ao\KI, BI=Bo\ZI, 
El =E(flI)n(A1 x B,) and r1 =(AI,B1,E,). Assume that r, is espousable. Since 
Jo GE@,), this means that both AI and X0 are matchable in the graph (A, B, ,?(/I?,)). 
By Lemma 1.5 it follows that there exists a matching F1 of AluXo in r contained in 
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E(P,). For each vertex b~B\s(Fr) there obtains Pl(b)=q(b) (since b$X,). Hence there 
exists an edge e=e(b)=(a,b) such that w(e)=fil(b)=q(b). Since b$X,,, we have 
aeD,( hence /Ir(a)=O. Let F’, =F,u{e(b): bgB\s(F,)}. By the above, no vertex 
v with Br(v)>O is covered by F; more than once. 
If a~,4 \s(F;), then UEK,. Hence, for each UEA\.S(F~), there exists a vertex z~Zr 
such that (a,z)~E(/?r). Let f(a)=(a,z). Let Hr =F;u{f(a): ueA\s(F;)}. Then H1 is 
a vertex-cover and, by the above, (H,, B1) is an orthogonal pair, as desired. 
We may thus assume that r, is inespousable. By Corollary 1.3a there exists then 
X1 LB, such that Drl(X1) is unmatchable in r1 and Xi is matchable in rr into Dr,(Xi). 
In general, we construct, by induction on p, the following sequences: 
fi, - a w-packing, 
A, - a subset of A, 
B, - a subset of B, 
X, - a subset of B,, 
JP - a matching in r, of X, into Dr,(X,), 
where r, =(& BP, E(B,)n(A, x B,)). 
The definition is as follows: for p = 0,l all objects have already been defined. Let 
p > 1 and assume that these objects have been defined for all [ < p, and furthermore 
that for each UEA the sequence {&(u): c<p} is nondecreasing and for each bEB the 
sequence {B&b): [ < p} is nonincreasing. If p is a limit ordinal, define for UEA, DEB: 
/lP(u) =sup(&(u): [<p} (note that since & is a w-packing, &(a)<q(u) for all 5 <p); 
P,(b)=inf{P@): <<P}; A,=n{Ac: t;<p> and Bp=n{Pt;: i<p>. 
If p =[+ 1 is a successor ordinal, let P,(u) =b&u)+ 1 for all UED,(X,); /I,(b)= 
B&b)-1 for all VEX,; /Ip(v)=&(u) for all other vertices v of V. 
Also, in this case, let Z,={bcB[: p,(b)=O}, B,=B,\Z,, A,=Ag\E(/?P)[ZP], 
E,=W$,)n(A, x BP) and rp=(AP,BP,EP). 
If r, is espousable, terminate the process of definition (and then X,, JP are undefined). 
If r, is inespousable, then by Corollary 1.3a there exists a subset X, of B, such that 
Dr,(X,) is unmatchable in r,, and there exists a matching JP of X, into DrP(XP) in r,. 
Assertion 3.1. &, is a w-packing. 
Proof. By induction on p. For p a limit ordinal, the assertion follows directly from the 
induction hypothesis. Let p = [ + 1 and let UEA, bE B. By the definition of /?, we have 
P&r) 3 P&) and h ence, by the induction hypothesis, &,(u)20. 
If b&X,, then j?,(b)=/l,(b); hence B,(b) 20 by the induction hypothesis. If bEX<, then 
bEB<, implying &(b)>O; hence again &,(b)>O. Thus &(v)>O for all YE V. 
Assume now that e=(u, b)EE. If &(u)=&(a), then, since P,(b) <b&b), we have 
&,(a) + P,(b) < /$(a) + /3<(b) d w(e) by induction hypothesis. If &,(a) =&(a) + 1, then 
ED,(X,), and hence either (a, b)$E, or bEXr. In the first case &(u)+&(b)<w(e), 
implying &(u) +/l,(b) < w(e). In the second case &(b)=&(b)- 1, and hence &,(a)+ 
&,(b)=/?,(u) + PC(b) d w(e), again by the assumption that & is a w-packing. This proves 
the assertion. 0 
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In every step p in which r, is inespousable, Dr,(X,) is unmatchable and therefore 
nonempty. Hence fip+r(a)>flp( a ) f or at least one SEA. By Assertion 3.1 fi,(a)<q(a) for 
all aeA. Hence, if A is infinite, r, cannot be inespousable for more than IAl many 
values of p. Thus, for some ordinal 0< [Al+, the graph r, is espousable. 
Let X=u(X,: pt8). For each XEX let t(x)=max(P: XEX,}. Note that this 
maximum exists since Be(x) 20. Let J = { (Jt;(x,(x), x): XEX}. 
Assertion 3.2. J c E( Be). 
Proof. Let XEX and write t;= t(x), J<(x)=a. By the definition of J<, we have 
(a,~)&@~). By the definition of t(x), for all c> 5 there holds x$X, and hence 
B~(x)=Brc+l(x)=Bt;(x)-l. 0 ne now shows by induction on i (4 <i< 9) that 
(u,x)EE(&). Assuming that this is true for 5 <[ ~8, it follows that if x$Bc, then 
u+!DrJX& for otherwise we would have &+1(u)=&(u) + 1 and hence 
Br + 1(a) + Br + 1 (XI ’ w((a, 4)? contradicting Assertion 3.1. Thus fii+l(u)=j?~(u). Assume 
that XEB~. If a~&, then again u$D,(X,) (since x$X,). Thus &+i(u)=&(a). If a#&, 
then again /_$+r(u)=&( ) a an d in both cases (u,x)~E(&+i). For i a limit ordinal, the 
claim follows from the induction hypothesis. Putting c = 8 proves the assertion. 0 
Assertion 3.3. J is a matching. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Assertion 2.3. 0 
By Assertions 3.2 and 3.3, the assumption that I-, is espousable and Lemma 1.5, 
there exists a matching Fore of &uX. For each beB\s(F,) there holds 
j&(b)=q(b), since b#X. Choose UEA such that e(b)=(u,b) satisfies w(e)=q(b). Since /I0 
is a w-packing, /&(u)=O. Let Fh=F,u{e(b): ~EB\.s(F~)}. Let u~A\s(Fb). Since @A,, 
there holds UEE(&) [Z,] for some [ < 8. Choose a vertex beZr such that (a, ~)EE(&) 
and let g(u)=(u,b). By the definition of b, (p>[) we have j?Q(u)=/?r;(a), B,(b)=&(b), 
and hence g(u)EE(fi,). In particular, g(u)EE(j?,). 
Let H=Fbu{g(u): ueA\s(Fi)}. Clearly H is a vertex-cover. 
By the above, H E E(/?,). The addition of the edges e(b) to F, yields vertices a with 
degree larger than one, but this happens only for a satisfying /$,(a)=O. Again, the 
addition of the edges g(u) to Fi generates degree larger than one only at vertices 
b satisfying Pe(b)=O. Thus (H, Be) IS an orthogonal pair, as required in the theorem. 
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